Fisheries and Wildlife Spring 2011 GSO Seminar Series

January 21  “Traditional Ecological (and Ethical?) Knowledge: something of an overview”—TEK pt 1
Michael Nelson – Fisheries and Wildlife & Lyman Briggs (MSU)

January 28  “What in the World is “Traditional” About Contemporary American Indian Hunters?”—TEK pt 2
Nick Reo-Fisheries and Wildlife (MSU)

February 4  “Finding Common Ground between TEK and SEK”—TEK pt 3
Robin Kimmerer – Env. And Forest. Biology (SUNY-ESF)

February 11  “Wildlife-infrastructure interactions in time and space: moose as a model species”
Wiebke Neumann – Swedish Agricultural University (Sweden)

February 18  “It's Not So Easy: TEK and Environmental Justice”
Kyle Powys Whyte – Dept. Philosophy (MSU)

February 25  No Seminar- FW GSO Symposium

March 4  “Trophic interaction in the deep chlorophyl layer and movement of nutrients in Lake Superior”
Tom Hrabik - Biology Dept. (Univ. Minnesota-Duluth)

March 11  Spring Break-no seminar

March 18  “Conservation Criminology: Research and Program Updates”
Carol Gibbs-Fisheries and Wildlife & Criminal Justice (MSU)

March 25  “Bird Strikes in the Big Apple: An Odyssey of Biology, Politics, and Mayhem”

April 1  “Nature Conservation in EGYPT a Case Study for South Sinai PAs”
Ayman Mabrouk - Fisheries and Wildlife (MSU)

April 8  Pedigree free estimates of heritability using large scale SNP genotyping application to domestic and wild animal pop. or Analysis of the transcriptome of the Sea Lamprey
Juan Pedro Steibel – Fisheries and Wildlife & Animal Science (MSU)

April 15  “Local, Naturalized and Traditional Ecological Knowledge: How Michigan's Deeply Rooted Communities are Shaping the Future of Natural Resource Management”
Scott Herron – Biology Education Coord. (Ferris) TEK pt 4

April 22  “Kalamazoo River oil spill: Overview and update”
Steve Hamilton- Dept. Zoology & KBS station (MSU)

April 29  “tha”

All seminars take place on Friday’s in room 1
Natural Resources Building @ 3:30pm.
Snacks and drinks will be provided!!!!

Seminar Committee:
Ralph Tingley tingleyr@msu.edu  Marc Verhougstraete verhoug3@msu.edu
Shikha Singh singfish6@msu.edu